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MR Group companies ModuResources and Well Academy joined  

forces to help Neptune Energy and DrillTec prepare to drill a new 

production well at the Römerberg oil field operated by Neptune 

Energy in the Rhine Valley in the southwest of Germany. 

ModuResources rig inspections in the Netherlands and Germany and 

Well Academy’s training contributed to a safe start to the operation.
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performed to review the drilling equipment, mud systems, 

well control equipment, power plant, electrical equipment 

and safety equipment. All findings that were raised were 

closed as much as possible prior to moving the rig to 

Germany. After completion of the well, the rig underwent 

a maintenance period at DrillTec in the Deggendorf facility 

before it was reassembled at the well location.

Upon reassembly, the rig was revisited by the ModuRe-

sources rig inspection team for final acceptance testing 

to ensure it was ready to drill. In collaboration with Drill-

Tec and Neptune Energy a ready-to-drill integration test 

programme was defined, during which the rig was ope-

rated simulating actual drilling operations. The final tests 

were successfully completed without any major issues.

We would like to thank everyone at DrillTec and Neptune 

Energy for their collaboration and transparency throug-

hout the process. The result was a successful team effort 

to keep the industry safe and working efficiently!

During this project the MR Group companies were able to 

showcase their expertise by:

• Providing consistent support through their dedicated 

technical support team and experienced surveyors

• Delivering a tailored scope of work in collaboration 

with all stakeholders

• Quickly adapting to ever-changing schedules with 

personnel in close proximity and dedicated support 

from the office

• Raising the crew’s knowledge and awareness of the 

upcoming drilling programme
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Given the complexity of the operation - with a final 

vertical depth of around 2,180m being reached in Octo-

ber - Well Academy was requested to train DrillTec crew 

and Neptune Energy personnel to prevent stuck-pipe 

incidents learn recovery techniques. The training cover-

ed subjects relating to stuck-pipe mechanisms such as 

the role of friction, sticking as well as drill string design, 

casing, use of drilling fluid, etc. The trainees learned to 

work with the various indicators and signals to prevent 

stuck-pipe situations. What’s more, they learned about 

borehole stability and hole cleaning principles.

At the same time the ModuResouces rig inspection team 

visited the DrillTec VDD370.2 rig while it was drilling a geo-

thermal well in the Netherlands. A visual inspection was 

The trainees learned to work with the various indicators and signals to 

prevent stuck-pipe situations. What’s more, they learned about borehole 

stability and hole cleaning principles.


